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Abstract—This paper aims to develop three-dimensional recon-
structions using aerial images in different environments and using
dedicated software. The subject is relevant to this conference
because, due to the characteristics of photogrammetry with
UAV/drone, they provide easy access, accuracy, and time-saving
and mission equipment for civil and military applications. During
the study, experiments were carried out with aircraft in an
external and internal environment. After acquiring aerial images,
the reconstruction was carried out in specific photogrammetry
software, with typical commercial and open-source software,
followed by a qualitative evaluation of the results. Concluding
with indications for improvements and future research work
related to artificial intelligence techniques using machine learning
and reinforcement learning to optimize.

Keywords—Dimensional Reconstruction; UAV; Aerophotogram-
metry

I. INTRODUCTION

With increasing demand and actual needs, the functions
and performance of Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) are
continually advancing. Technological advances mainly drive
the area of microprocessors, sensing, communications, and
open demands in the areas of computer vision and computer
graphics in the reconstruction of objects and threedimensional
environments. Furthermore, applications with autonomous and
semi-autonomous UAVs, characterized with total or partial
independence from human operators, provide greater visibility
in the image, as it is not necessary for the operator to aim the
aircraft during the entire mission. Furthermore, in the scope
of applications in the civil and military sectors, it has reduced
operating costs and encouraged financing initiatives in the
area.

The use of unmanned aerial vehicles for three-dimensional
mapping and reconstruction requires mission planning con-
sidering the object or environment from which the images
will be taken and factors that can influence the process, such
as weather, lighting, target geometry, camera calibration, and
type of aircraft used. With the studies carried out based on
reference works, it is possible to observe that some parameters

are not considered, such as attitude control, calling attention
to observe the parameters that influence and if not using any
parameter is valid for the process as a whole.

Figure 1. Mapped and reconstructed outdoor area.

Three-dimensional reconstruction is a highly researched
area in computer vision and scientific visualization. Its objec-
tive is to obtain a three-dimensional geometric representation
of environments or objects, making it possible to inspect
details, measure properties, and reproduce them in different
materials. Applications with UAVs can help in architecture,
3D cartography, robotics, augmented reality, conservation of
monuments, and historical heritage [2]. There are several
ways to get information related to the 3D geometry of an
object, environment, or body. They can be acquired by laser
scanning, photographs, sonar, tomography, and 3D sonar. On
the other hand, photo-based systems make 3D reconstructions
from a single photo or with several photos at different angles,
using multiple photos, which after image registration, con-
sists of transforming different sets of data into a coordinate
system. After this step, visual reference points are defined,
automatically generated by the reconstruction software, or
entered manually. To establish typical visual landmarks in the
scene to identify joint edges of the object to be processed
in the photographs. From the processing of this information,
three-dimensional geometry is obtained. In addition, each
photograph is registered by the UAV with information about
the location of the Global Positioning System (GPS) sensor
and the time of capture, information that is also considered in
the processing to obtain the model’s georeferencing. Figure 1
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presents a result of the 3D reconstruction of an external scene.
The green dots are the poses of the drone’s camera.

Given the above, the project in which this work is part
aims to relate images captured by UAVs to develop three-
dimensional reconstructions from them and the continued
study for optimization with learning by reinforcement.

Section 2 of this work presents the methodology with some
relevant concepts for understanding. Then, in section 3, some
experiments that were carried out are described. Then, in
section 4, the results were discussed, and finally, in section
5, the conclusion with the analysis of what was proposed.

II. METHODOLOGY

In recent years, aircraft used for terrain mapping in civil and
military applications have been widely explored, especially
unmanned aircraft and their use related to three-dimensional
reconstruction.

Computer vision is defined as the science and technology
of machines that see. In [3], the author develops theory
and technology for the construction of artificial systems for
obtaining information from images or any multidimensional
data

The concepts of machine vision were initially restricted
to the construction of lenses and cameras for image capture
and operations. However, over the past few years, this reality
has been modernized due to the growth of artificial intelli-
gence and the application of the concept of neural networks,
along with the improvement of studies on the self-progression
of algorithms, known as machine learning [4]. Soon then,
computer vision can be included in a sub-area of Artificial
Intelligence that addresses how machines see the environment.
Furthermore, a body of knowledge that seeks the artificial
modeling of vision can also be defined to replicate its functions
through advanced software and hardware development.

Applied 3D reconstruction software uses the Structure for
Motion method [5], which uses said relative motion for
the inference about the 3D geometry of the object to be
reconstructed. The methodology also encompasses bundle
adjustment, which initially compares the key point descriptors
identified in the images to determine between two or more
similar images. Then a procedure optimization is performed
to infer the camera positions for the collection of images.

Structure From Motion (SfM) is a range imaging technique
studied in machine vision and visual perception. The SfM
methodology uses this relative motion to infer the 3D geometry
of the object to be reconstructed. It takes into account the
point trajectories of the object in the image plane and allows
the determination of the 3D shape and movement that best
reproduces most of the estimated trajectories. The process is
similar to stereoscopic vision in that it is done to obtain two
or more images of a scene from different points of view [6].

Consider a picture arrangement comprising of K pictures Ik,
with K = 1,...,K. Leave Ak alone the 3 x 4 camera framework
comparing to picture Ik. Utilizing the compared highlight
focuses, the boundaries of a camera model Ak are assessed
for each casing [5]. As displayed in Figure 2, for each element

track a relating 3D item point not really set in stone, bringing
about set of J 3D article focuses Pj , with j = 1,...,J, where:

pj,k ' AkPj (1)

Accordingly, the 2D component focuses pj,k = (px, py, 1)
T

and 3D item focuses Pj = (px, py, pz, 1)
T are given inhomo-

geneous directions.
The camera network A can be factorized into

A = KR [I| − C] (2)

Figure 2. Result after structure-from-motion estimation. The projection of a
3D object point Pj in the camera image at time k gives the tracked 2D feature
point Pj,k [6]

The 3 x 3 adjustment lattice K contains the inherent camera
boundaries (e.g., central length or chief point offset), R is the
3 x 3 turn framework addressing the camera directly in the
scene, and the camera place C depicts the situation of the
camera in the scene. SFM is considered state of the art in
reconstruction software because it solves camera poses and
lens calibration in addition to defining geometries [5].

3D reconstruction is an old problem. Ways to improve the
process have become a focus of research with reconstruction
forms using current AI that reinforces the use of SFM by
programs. In [4] provides a comprehensive survey of recent
developments in this field, works that use deep learning
techniques to estimate the 3D shape of generic objects. The
work provides an analysis and comparison of the performance
of some critical documents, summarizing some of the open
problems in this field and discussing promising directions for
future research.

III. EXPERIMENTS

We performed several experiments, which can be seen in
Table I, outdoor and indoor experiments, using UAVs and
also ground cameras. After the images were taken, reconstruc-
tions were carried out in different software such as PIX4D,
Metashape, OpenDroneMap, and Colmap using default con-
figurations.

BOC 60 is the new campus of the Institute of Pure and
Applied Mathematics (IMPA) to be built in Jardim Botanico,
in the ˆ south of the city of Rio de Janeiro.

In the flight test of Figure 3, it was with the help of
GPS in an urban setting with different types of buildings,
vegetation, and complex shapes, resulting in three-dimensional
models with high processing demand when performing the
image matching step. These outdoor flights were carried out
in partnership with IMPA with the UAV research group of
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TABLE I
GENERATED DATASETS, IMAGES AND RECONSTRUCTION SOFTWARES

USED.

Dataset generated Acquisition
Device Images PIX4D Meta-

shape ODM RC

Crystal’s valley Mavic Pro 337 x x x
BOC 60 - High Res. Mavic Pro 302 x x x
BOC 60 - Med. Res. Mavic Pro 169 x x x
BOC 60 - Low Res. Mavic Pro 138 x x x
LARC Sub-250 150 x x
PIRF - Fan Scene Tello 62 x
PIRF - Human Scene Tello 50 x x
PIRF - Bags Scene Smartphone 217 x
Object - Plant Tello 35 x x x
Object - Robot Smartphone 154 x
Object - Castell Smartphone 64 x x x x

Figure 3. BOC 60 Steps to Rebuild PIX4D software; (a) Snapshot points
on the map; (b) 3D image taking points; (c) Tie Points; (d) Dense cloud of
points; (e) Textured 3D Model.

Figure 4. Visual comparison of three-dimensional reconstruction results.

the Laboratory of Robotics and Computational Intelligence
of IME to obtain images aimed at aero photogrammetry and
create a dataset. More information about it is in [7].

The outdoor experiment was divided into three missions
aiming to obtain a differentiated resolution, high resolution,
medium resolution, and low resolution, with the variation of
height and number of photos obtained.

Next, in Figure 3, the steps for reconstruction are observed,
in (a) all points of image collection by the UAV are gathered,
then in (b) the camera pose is presented (position + orientation)
in a three-dimensional plane; (c) shows the initial step in
which the tie points are characteristic points mapped between
the images; (d) are the initial points gathered clustered with
neighboring points resulting in a dense cloud of points; and
finally in (e) the three-dimensional object is obtained in which
a mesh structure and texture connect the cloud of points is
applied based on a montage of images, forming an object close
to urban reality.

With the creation of the dataset of images, the next step was
to reconstruct the mapped terrain. For this, three different soft-
ware were used for the three-dimensional reconstruction. They
are PIX4D (whose process was discussed earlier), Metashape,
and OpenDroneMap. The visual comparison between results
can be seen in Figure 4. Another outdoor experiment can be
visualized in our generated dataset [7].

Another experiment was related to the use of a Ground Truth
model of a medieval castle. First, the object was printed to
obtain the physical object. The model is available from the
website Thingiverse, modeled on two castles: Schloss Licht-
enstein and Neuschwanstein Castle, both located in Germany.
In addition, authors of the design and graphic modeling of
the object make it available for download through [8]. Next,
in Figure 5, you can see the file to be printed and the part
that has already been printed. The model is approximately
one meter high and is divided into 22 pieces, the model used
in the experiment was glued by the assembly instructions, but
due to deformations caused during printing, some parts need
finishing and painting to be as close as possible the virtual
model.

Figure 5. Medieval Castle experiment, 3D file visualization, printed parts and
image of dataset.

The experiment with the medieval castle printed in 3D was
carried out in order to generate a reconstructed model to later
compare with a new experiment to be carried out using a UAV
on an indoor scene. In this partial experiment, the acquisition
of the image collection was performed using a smartphone
camera. Soon after obtaining the images, processing in three-
dimensional reconstruction software was performed. With
these results and the following experiments, the aim is to
apply reinforcement machine learning algorithms to optimize
the generated three-dimensional models.
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Figure 6. Medieval Castle experiment, reconstruction using different tools.

IV. DISCUSSION

With the particularities of each tool, the clouds of generated
points present their differences, and it becomes interesting to
compare them for analysis of the results.

Figure 7. Comparison point cloud Metashape and OpenDroneMap. (1)
Metashape reference. (2) OpenDroneMap reference. (a) Insertpoint cloud; (b)
Generated heat map.

CloudCompare software was used for comparison between
point clouds [9]. CloudCompare is a point cloud processing
tool with multiple metrics; it is an open-source and free project
with a framework that provides a set of essential tools for
manually editing and rendering 3D point clouds and triangular
meshes.

The initial analyses were carried out from the reconstruction
of the image set of the medieval castle that obtained a
good result. Since not all tools make the files available to
be exported, the comparison was performed with the files
generated by the Metashape and OpenDroneMap tools.

For the research, an analysis of the distance between points
with heat cloud generation was performed, the clouds gener-
ated in each tool were inserted, and the analysis was performed
in two stages. The first step was using the cloud generated by
Metashape as a reference cloud. The second step was using
the cloud generated by OpenDroneMap as a reference cloud.
The result obtained is shown in Figure 7.

It is observed that the distance between the points of the
clouds presents a significant difference, and the scale and
orientation factors of each cloud must be treated with due
care in the comparison. With the result generated, it is possible
to qualitatively analyze the generated clouds and identify the
software that presents better performance and the need for
improvements through machine learning by reinforcement.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

The contribution made by this project includes the creation
of datasets with scenes and 3D objects obtained through
reconstruction and images captured by drones. These data
are available to the academic community and have several
capture devices, processed by exposed dedicated software in
Table 1. In the continuation of the work, it is expected to use
these data for optimization experiments with machine learning
and reinforcement learning to improve the distortions caused
during image processing and increase the visible accuracy of
the three-dimensional models.
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